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Few movies have a tagline which so accurately represents not only the plot of the movie, 

but also the cultural elements of society which the film reflects. “If it bleeds, it leads” articulates 

crime as a commodity, which society gladly consumes, blood and all. Dan Gilroy’s 

Nightcrawler introduces a world where death narratives are more addictive than drug reports, 

where Caucasian casualties are more compelling than Latino victims, and where fear is more 

profitable than truth. However, regardless of how beautiful the cinematography is, or how 

outlandish Jake Gyllenhaal portrays his character, this world is very much modern-day society.  

Gyllenhaal plays Lou Bloom, a cold and calculating small-time thief turned freelance 

photojournalist. With hints of Robert De Niro’s performances from Taxi Driver and The King 

of Comedy, Bloom is a character who lacks ethical boundaries, yet has a keen eye for filming 

car crashes and dead bodies. However, outside of his dedicated work ethic and sociopathic 

approach to business, the audience learns frustratingly little about this otherwise compelling 

character. Lou finds quick success in his new career as a stinger, with his gory videos satisfying 

the high demand from a local news station. Bloom continues to increase his skills and the 

intensity of his videos, until he orchestrates his masterpiece, a police car chase and shootout. 

The scene concludes with his apprentice, Rick, getting shot, all whilst Lou records from the 

shadows. The audience watch as Bloom lures Rick into the line of fire, yet instead of being 

disgusted at Gyllenhaal’s character, we feel guilty. It was not an innate psychotic tendency or 

manic rage that led Lou to coordinate Rick’s death, it was society’s desire and demand for 

violence that fired the fatal bullet.  

In recent years, society has developed a growing and unhealthy obsession with crime, to the 

extent where streaming platforms are dominated by true crime documentaries, and 

investigative programming rule the airwaves. Dr. Katherine Ramsland, from DeSales 

University believes this popularity is due to how invigorated audiences feel whilst being so 

“close to the raw human energy of extreme acts, of what they considered evil”. It is this cultural 
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obsession with crime and violence that created the character of Lou Bloom. Lou merely 

represents the supply chain, whilst both the allegorical viewers of KWLA 6 and the audience 

of the film represents the consumer demand. Crime is a business, and blood is the currency. 

The film articulates this point when Rene Russo’s Nina tells Lou his footage of a stabbing in 

Corona was worthless compared to a plane crash at Foothill. The audience demand a greater, 

more culturally diverse body count. Society’s hunger for violence fuels this film, and whilst it 

may be easy to feel repulsed by Lou or Nina’s actions, their decisions are motivated by wanting 

to satisfy the audience’s depraved cravings. Nightcrawler portrays a capitalistic view of crime, 

where society’s appetite for violence encourages and provides a market for criminal behaviour. 

In his 2015 review of the film, Joseph Birko wrote how he felt accountable for the actions that 

occur throughout the movie. Gilroy’s goal was not to create a Hollywood blockbuster, instead 

Nightcrawler wishes to confront the audience about contemporary culture and how society’s 

obsession with crime and violence is responsible for the existence of the character Lou Bloom, 

in the movie and in real life.  

Lou was given lots of guidance throughout the film, yet the most disturbing advice Nina gave 

to Bloom regarded race and class. “We find our viewers are more interested in urban crime 

creeping into the suburbs. What that means is a victim or victims, preferably well-off and/or 

white, injured at the hands of the poor, or a minority.” Unfortunately, the film refrains from 

assuming a strong political stance regarding these race and class issues, yet Nightcrawler very 

clearly confronts the audience with their existence. The film claims that not all crimes are 

equally appealing, and not all crimes are newsworthy. Whilst a home invasion in an affluent 

neighbourhood increases viewership and panic, a carjacking in Compton is simply a societal 

and cultural norm. This racial undertone of how Lou selects which incidents he attends adds 

another complexity to the culture of crime. The audience craves crime and violence, yet only 
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when it relates to them, only when it affects their class of society, only when the bloodshed 

threatens their perfect and privileged lives.  

However, the audience are not the only ones whom this movie takes aim at; the media industry 

is similarly lined up in Gilroy’s crosshairs. Whilst the themes and writing in this film are often 

subtle, Nightcrawler’s portrayal of news media is anything but, with Gilroy laying on the satire 

unrealistically thick. Drawing clear inspiration from Sidney Lumet’s Network, this film 

demonstrates the sensationalist nature of local news and how their job is not to inform their 

viewers, but rather to shock and sell fear. Lou explains fear as “false events appearing real” 

and this idea is present within every news studio scene. KWLA 6 consistently twist the truth 

and peddle fear, such as when Nina refuses to run the true drug story because it would erode 

the horror house narrative. Nightcrawler may at times spoon-feed its audience regarding its 

opinion on bottom feeding journalism, yet the film continues to ask who is responsible. Is it 

the Nina’s of the world who view legal boundaries more important than ethical ones, or is it 

again the society who continue to crave these elaborate and gruesome crime events? Is it the 

media industry for their mass coverage of glamorised crime, or is it the individual who refuses 

to look away from the TV after seeing a “Viewer discretion is advised’ tagline?  

Nightcrawler is a confronting cultural critique disguised as an action/thriller. The film attempts 

to tackle many themes throughout its run time, including racial biases and media manipulation, 

yet where Nightcrawler succeeds the most is its portrayal of the commoditisation of crime. 

Nightcrawler mirrors society, reflecting the dangers of our cultural obsession with crime. Our 

rabid consumption of violence has made crime a commodity where individuals like Lou and 

Nina are forced to perform increasingly gruesome and immoral acts simply to satisfy society’s 

hunger for graphic imagery. Nightcrawler creates a world where crime is a business, victims 

are profit boosters, and crimes which are relatable to rich white people dominate airtime. The 

film acknowledges how the media’s mass coverage of graphic crimes may be partially 
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responsible for our cultural obsession with violence. However, Nightcrawler continues to hold 

its audience and society accountable for the immoral actions of Lou Bloom and the creation of 

such a character.  
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